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OBJECTIVES







Describe background
Define key terms
Outline requirements for students in Primary
education with English
Point electronic corpus-based sources: electronic
dictionaries and corpora
Sketch corpus-based methods and range of use

NEW METHODS of studying English1

We are at the threshold of a new
era of English language studies.

1Crystal

2003.

‘GRAMMATICAL SYLLABUS’


Research into the contemporary language of 20th
century fostered by the theories and methods of
descriptive linguistics gave as a result the socalled ‘grammatical syllabus’ focusing the
linguistic competence of language speaker
(NSvsNNS) . Grammars such as Thompson and
Martinet(1986) supported English coursebooks
based on slot and filler approaches to language
teaching

‘COMMUNICATIVE SYLLABUS’




Research into language (Hymes 1972) gave as a
result the so-called ‘ communicative syllabus’
in coursebooks focusing the communicative
competence of language speaker (NSvsNNS).
Activities are built around a situation and
learners themselves are responsible for
conducting the interaction to its conclusion

‘LEXICAL SYLLABUS’1,2






The new perspective in language study introduces new corpusbased methods of analysis as a consequence of the technological
revolution in language study
The assumption is that the time-honoured, hands-on methods,
using relatively small amounts of data and relatively large
amounts of thought’2 are not supplanted but are strongly
complemented by the new methods
The ‘lexical syllabus’ places special emphasis on lexical
patterns and reliance on a corpus for making generalizations on
language.

1Sinclair&Renouf,

1988
2The Collins COBUILD English Course (Willis &Willis 1988)

LEXICALLY-BASED GRAMMAR

What are the consequences of accepting the new
theoretical approach/construct?
 Concordances of very large amount of data give
new insight about language structure, i.e. lexical
patterning is seen as the key to grammatical
description
 A lexically-based grammar – a necessary support
for a lexically based teaching approach

EXAMPLES




Grammars such as Collins COBUILD English
Grammar support English coursebooks based
on the lexicalist approach to language teaching
Cf. examples p. 7, p.22 Collins COBUILD
English Course, (Willis &Willis 1988).

Students’ REQUIREMENTS
in primary education






To compare the different syllabi
To learn the new terminology
To try and use the new methods
To get some idea of work with corpora
To try and prepare corpus-based learning
materials

SOME NEW CONTENTIONS






Grammar and lexis can no longer be separated
and opposed to each other
Change of emphasis within mainstream
linguistics inevitably brings about changes in
foreign language teaching/pedagogy
Electronic instrumentation and computer
science has already changed the way we look at
language. All areas of language study have been
profoundly affected by technological
developments

SOME NEW CONTENTIONS - APPLICATION






Grammar – huge corpora of spoken and written
English are making it possible to carry out
studies of structures of unprecedented detail and
in an unprecedented range of varieties
The Lexicon – remarkable progress in the
compilation of lexical databases give rise to an
explosion of new types of dictionaries and that
is not all. (Crystal 2003)
Etc.

SOME OLD AND NEW CONCEPTS AND TERMS








CORPUS/CORPURA
WORD/WORD FORM/ LEXEME
GRAMMATICAL OR FUNCTIONAL WORD /
LEXICAL WORD
ENTRY/HEADWORD/LEMMA
TYPES AND TOKENS
CORE/BASIC VOCABULARY
COLLOCATIONS

ELECTRONIC CORPORA




1.
2.

3.

Corpora are collections of text in electronic
or machine readable form that are meant to
represent a language, or a register of it.
English can be analysed in the corpora
available through specific software in terms
of frequency and use of words in context.
The British National Corpus (BNC)
Corpus of the Contemporary American (COCA)
The Brown Corpus of American English

WORD/WORD FORM/ LEXEME

Ambiguity of the term ‘word’ (Lyons 1968:194-208):
The phonological or orthographic word
 The grammatical words
e.g. sang the past tense ofsing, represents one grammatical word, while cut on the
other represents 3 grammatical words. The relation is one-to-one. Instances
of one-many b/n phonological and grammatical words: e.g. /mi:t/:meet,
meat, and many-one/ri:d/,/red/: read(homophones, form ofpr.& past tense
of read) the latter being in correspondence with the orthographic word red,
and reed
 The lexeme -a third usage of the term ‘word’
e.g. singing is another form of the word /verb sing, but singer is a different word
with its own set of forms. Notationally, lexemes will be distinguished from
words by the use of capitals. The orthographic word cut represents three
different inflectional forms’/i.e. 3 different grammatical words/ of the lexeme
CUT.


GRAMMATICAL OR FUNCTIONAL WORD / LEXICAL WORD

Lexical words or content words correspond to
the four major parts of speech /PoS:
noun, lexical verb, adjective and adverb
 Grammatical words: auxiliaries, determiners,
prepositions, conjunctions etc.


CORPUS-BASED METHODS







Key words in context/concordances
Lemmatization
Tokenization
Collocations/lexical patterning
PoS (part-of-speech) Tagging
Frequency counts

KWIC (key words in context) – bed/BNC
AC4 2018 She was sitting on the bed beside him, clutching his shoulders and
looking almost frightened.
AEB 3465 He got out of bed and walked across to Jackie as if he were about to
say something.
AL6 263 Sex killer strangles boy, 4, in his bed
AMD 1822 All twins have their own balcony and some will take a third bed.
ANR 10 …I learned afterwards that the surgeon said in the waiting room:
‘Queens have the right to be brought to bed before their time; they don't count
like other people.’
B06 1826 Lie down on the floor or on a firm bed supported by pillows if desired
— one under your head and another under your knees which will support your
lower back.
BMR 1360 The idea was to be in Karen's bed, in Karen's arms and, ideally, in
Karen, by the time Dennis paused to call ‘Goodbye, darling’ from the foot of the
stairs.

LEMMATIZATION





ENTRY/HEADWORD/LEMMA (plural
lemmas or lemmata)the canonical form, entry,
headword, dictionary form, or citation form of
a set of words (headword), lemma refers to the
particular form that is chosen by convention to
represent the lexeme. The process of
determining the lemma for a given word is called
lemmatization.
TYPES AND TOKENS

TOKENIZATION

The process of identifying separate words is called
tokenization. This is fairly simple in languages like
English and Bulgarian where words are delimited by
spaces and sentences start with capital letters. In other
languages like Japanese for example, this is a more
challeging problem. In such languages what is a word is
not clear.

LEXICAL COLLOCATIONS: A MAJOR DIFFICULTY
FOR LEARNERS of ENGLISH

Napravi mi usluga
 Do me a favour
Napravi mi torta
 Make me a cake

EXAMPLE (CONV)

How many word tokens are there (count orthographic words.
Count contractions as one word.)
 How many word types are there in each?
The first word type we meet is don’t, it is repeated 4 times.


Don’t let me do that okay? Don’t let me marry Justin okay. Do not let me
marry him.I don’t care what I say, just don’t let me marry him. (CONV)(Conrad
et al. 2003)
 Types - 13
 Tokens - 12+3+8+5=28
 13:28=0.46 type/token ratio (small ratio)

EXAMPLE (news)

The great metalworking centres of the time were in
Mesopotamia, Iran and Egypt. The best works of Jamira
have an edge on the others . The inlays depict intricate little
scenes. (NEWS) )(Conrad et al. 2003)
 Types - 25
 Tokens - 29
 Type/token ratio: 25:29=0.86 (higher than the
previous one)

DIFFERENT FORMS OF THE SAME LEXEME


Life

build



Lives

lived



Live
Lively

soonest
builds



building
soon

liveliest
livelier

sooner
buildings
built
living

Key: LIFE: life, lives LIVE: live, lives LIVELY: livelier, liveliest

WORDS BELONGING TO LEXICAL WORD CLASSES
exercise

Identify each lexical word in the passages below as
belonging to the: noun, lexical verb, adj, adv.(All
lexical words are underlined)











A: Can you get me a screw driver?
B: Where?
A: Uh well just bring my toolbox.
B: Oh okay. Wow. Be careful. We’re gonna have to take the light fixture –
just take a screw driver and take those off. Do circuits run back there?
A: Yep.
B: Okay. Move this. You want me to take off this? Ouch!
A: That should – you okay?
B: Yeah. I guess I should put on shoes. (conv) (Conrad et al. 2003)

N
V
Adj
Adv

WORDS THAT BELONG TO MULTIPLE LEXICAL
CLASSES




Many orthographic words in English can
function in different word classes, depending on
the context.
Identify the lexical word class

e.g. They can the fish.
He cannot.
Open the can.

TAGGING

Tagging is a way of supplying every word in a text or in
the corpus with a label that indicates the word class.
 RA personal pronoun subject
 RB personal pronoun object
 VA+D main verb, past tense
 VA+G main verb, -ing form
 VA+5 was form of to be
I<RA> knew<VA+D> that <CD> he <RA>
was<VB+5> coming<VA+G>
(from J.Svartvic et al., 1982, p.57, found in Crysral 2003)

Tagging can be used by the students to distiunguish
 homonyms (superficially identical items which abound
in English and cause problems to FLL )as
e.g. bear (animal) and bear (action) or
 the many different syntactic functions of
e.g. that as complementiser, determiner, etc.
I know that he will come
That book is mine.
That is the question.

LEXICAL COLLOCATIONS: A MAJOR DIFFICULTY
FOR LEARNERS of ENGLISH

Napravi mi usluga
 Do me a favour
Napravi mi torta
 Make me a cake

CORE / BASIC VOCABULARY 1

the set of lexical items in a language that are
most resistant to replacement, referring to
the most common and universal elements of
human experience, such as parts of the body
( foot, eye ), universal features of the
environment ( water, star ), common
activities ( eat, sleep ), and the lowest
numerals.
1http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/core+vocabulary

Summing up




Corpus-based approaches to language provide
various and unlimited resources not only for
language study but also for LL&LT(language
learning and language teaching).
It is up to us to find a way to use them.
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